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97 people found this review helpful 

1 person found this review funny

Not Recommended
0.0 hrs last two weeks / 0.2 hrs on record

Posted: 24 Jul, 2020 @ 11:09pm

I've played the non-steam Wurm Online for many years, and have poured many thousands of
hours into Wurm Unlimited so far - Of the two, go for Wurm Unlimited.  

Why? 
1: You won't have to deal with the devs and staff's behavior. 
2: It's a one time payment for life, instead of Wurm Online's subscription model. 
3: It's basically the same, depending on what server you join. 
4: If you're a casual, there's skill multiplier servers so you won't have to spend too much of your
valuable game time grinding for grind's sake. 
5: Overall, the community is better, but that's a very subjective claim. 
6: Into modding? This is where it's at. 
Etc. Etc. 

For cons, you miss out on future updates - But the only thing worthy so far that can't be
replicated with mods easily is increased render distance and the new renderer in general. But if
you come in expecting this game to look great, you're barking up the wrong old-ass tree.
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Rauthr 9 Oct, 2020 @ 9:25am 

Good for you.

The Communist Party 9 Oct, 2020 @ 5:33am 

"Steam just notified me a profile I reported had been "taken action" on." 
Well that's a shame because it's not this one.

Rauthr 3 Oct, 2020 @ 10:02am 

Steam just notified me a profile I reported had been "taken action" on.

Kitsune Dzelda 3 Oct, 2020 @ 5:16am 

Guess he must hate furries or something. *shrug* Also, totally not Sniper, dude I
referenced is gone now ^^

Rauthr 2 Oct, 2020 @ 11:49am 

He posted it 40 times across my various pictures, reviews, etc; Some weird
attempt at trolling that reflects very poorly on him considering I never bothered
him whatsoever.

Kitsune Dzelda 2 Oct, 2020 @ 11:27am 

Wow, lookit that guy down there. What crawled up his ass and died? Family
Friendly content indeed :P

Sniper 26 Jul, 2020 @ 12:25am 

that's the big advantage of wu. the most server are individual, so it's the players
choose to find the right setup for him self. and with the diversity, every one
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should find one, which fit to him.

Rauthr 26 Jul, 2020 @ 12:07am 

I don't like the high skill/action multipliers and free deeds, nothing personal.

Sniper 25 Jul, 2020 @ 11:50pm 

@Rauthr why do you don't like sklotopolis? i playing there since more than 4
years and like it

Rauthr 25 Jul, 2020 @ 10:53pm 

Mystic http://redirect.pingperfecthosting.com/223479/mapviewer/  

Alveron https://wurm-alveron.com/map/
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